
CHARACTER FLAWS & COMPLEXITIES 

Characters live public, personal, private, and unconscious 
lives. Public is what we want people to see, Personal is what we 
want our family and friends to see, and Private is what only we 
and God can see, and the unconscious is what we don’t know 
we don’t know, but is really who we are and what we are trying to 
overcome.


ARCHETYPES IS THE SOFTWARE IN THE UNCONSCIOUS MIND - WE 
ALL THESE FOUR:


YOU “INNER” CHILD  
Orphaned - a child who is abandoned by parents or God, whether 
physically, emotionally, mentally.

Magical Child - a genius, musical talent, psychic, has a connection to 
fairies or animals or some kind of magic or spiritual gift

Eternal Child - a child who refuses to grow up because they escape 
artists or are in denial as a coping mechanism - even a personality that 
hides

Parent Child - a child who grows up too fast because they have to take 
care of a parent, i.e. child of alcoholics/drug addicts or immature or 
mentally ill parent(s)


THE VICTIM - The part of ourselves that always sees itself as the victim in 
the story, the part of ourselves that goes to helplessness or refuses to take 
responsibility.


THE PROSTITUTE - The part of ourselves that sells ourself out for our 
physical survival. Whether it’s physical, spiritual, mental or emotional.


THE SABOTEUR - The part of ourselves that gets scared when we leave 
our comfort zone and retrieves back to safety and comfort whether this is 
emotional, spiritual or physical safety and comfort.


——————————————————————————————— 
DEATH WISHES - people have traumatic experiences and during that 
experience they make the wish to die. In the climax of their pain they make this 



wish and they forget they did. The mind takes the command and tries to kill the 
person. It can show up as smoking, doing drugs, getting a motorcycle, doing 
dangerous behavior that can get you killed.


WOUNDS - the hurt we carry when we feel something went wrong because of 
our fault or failure to do something or to be perfect. Our wounds are often 
connected to our shame. It’s a false interpretation that carries severe shame, a 
horrible judgement against ourselves that we use as confirmation that we are 
broken.


GUILT - People with unconscious or conscious guilt desire punishment and will 
attract an abuser. They have to forgive themselves to release the abuser/stalker/
persecutor.


DISEASES - Cancer: deals with anger/rage connected to different traumas, 
Chest problems: unable to speak truth, uterus is connected to sexual shame/
violation, rape/molestation, Lungs: deal with unprocessed grief, Legs: deal with 
inability or unwillingness to move forward, Male organs: deal with not feeling 
“man enough”, your body registers the emotional trauma or your inability to say 
no and care for yourself. Check out You Can Heal Your Life to find out what each 
disease means and why it happens in certain parts of the body. 

ANCESTRAL TRAUMA - trauma that gets transferred by each generation if it is 
not transformed - examples: starvation, genocide, war, refugee, persecution, 
torture, loss of land, etc.

Starvation - family becomes overweight generation after generation

Genocide/persecution - paranoia, mental illness, being invisible

War/Refugees - hoarding, recreation of the violence, hiding out


PERSONALITIES - when certain people experience trauma they may leave their 
bodies to deny it and a personality steps in. The trauma at the age that it 
happens gets frozen. When people drink, do drugs or are intoxicated, the 
personality that gets trigged can take over and that’s why people sometimes 
can’t remember what they did when they were drunk.


FAMILY CURSES - when a family member commits a sin and it is not 
confessed, dark forces have the right to make that family pay for it through 
addiction, bad luck or repetition of the crime they committed being done against 
them. It can show up in the first born, or only the males or females, etc. The 
curse could be done by professional “witch/brujo” or just a person sending their 
hate and ill will. The sin needs to be confessed and acknowledged by a person 



in that lineage or it will continue until infinity and with each generation it gets 
worse. 

Alcoholism & Addiction - is often the way the family copes with a family curse

Ilegitamacy - children out of wedlock - cycle is repeated over and over - 
children feel like their souls are in jeopardy and unclaimed by God.

Suicides - as a repayment for the murder committed that was not confessed

Failed business - as repayment for sin of robbery committed by ancestor not 
confessed

Failed Marriages - as repayment for an ancestor impregnating a woman and 
not marrying her

Sexual Abuse/Incest - repeated sexual abuse as repayment for the sin of rape/
molestation by an ancestor


SELF CURSES - at 5 years old something traumatic happens to us and we 
misinterpret our reality/situation and blame ourselves and based on the false 
interpretation of reality we sentence ourselves to a life where we pay for our 
failing for the rest offer life. We compensate for the past trying to fix the past. We 
remove this self curse by acknowledging we made a false interpretation of 
reality through our arrogance/ignorance to think that we know what is the actual 
truth.


ABANDONMENT BY GOD - So many people who are addicts or who have lost 
a loved one or experiences a horrible injustice have the belief they have been 
abandoned by God and use drugs, work, food, or other addictions to cushion 
the pain of feeling alone and helpless in the world.


YOUR PAST LIVES AND KARMA - your quirks  
Some of our unconscious desires come from past lives where we enjoyed doing 
something that makes no sense in this lifetime. Like being a Pirate or acting like 
a Queen even though you live in public housing for instance. Some of our 
purposes and destinies make no sense sometimes, because these are things we 
have to do to clean up our karma. All phobias, unless the trauma happened in 
this lifetime, tend to come from past lives. Certain preferences for foods, 
cultures, languages, are often from past lives too.


